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in this game, you play as a survivor in the island, where monsters often come in. it is good in the
darkness and the dark night night, and it is very dangerous. you must fight using the tools that can
not fall back on you. unless i can find some way to go, i can not escape. the island has a lot of
dangerous creatures and monsters. faced with a hero, not to say the death of an ordinary person. it
is hard to survive there. if you can not escape, you will have to fight with all your strength in order to
survive, and get out of the island to live. the whole island is filled with zombies and monsters. you
have to work hard to solve the problem of the island, and make your way to the mainland. the island
of zombies and monsters is found in different parts of the world, and we have to face them all. to
survive, you need to have a good way of escaping. yup, it’s a zombie zombie zombie zombie horror
game from techland. dead island 2 is not just a sequel. we call it a remaster. a new engine, a new
framework, a new art style, but also new features and improvements all across the board. dead
island 2 makes its own mark with a whole new arsenal of weapons, a new inventory system and a
whole new zombie creation process. it’s the same game you know and love, but upgraded with new
blood and intense, gruesome encounters. story :* a terrible disease has swept through the island of
patch island (i know, sounds familiar), spreading like wildfire across the once peaceful place. a
plague so lethal that it can only be stopped by the strongest of heroes. without a doubt, the only
people who can help are the four legendary heroes that sealed the island and its secrets in a time
long ago. they have all disappeared, and there is nobody to lead the way.
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